Otherworldly Light Installations by Adela Andea

We like these amazing light installations by Adela Andea at the Texas Biennial, that seem to really create an all-encompassing art experience for any viewer. What a flurry of color, patterns and textures...Beautiful!
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Check out this great post on what we learned from #MoMAStudio Exchange Cafe! http://t.co/TisopBC8h @eai_org we have a new online course we think your fans would be interested in - can you help us promote via twitter? http://t.co/B13TnM1rB1

Learn about the history of multimedia at #MoMA with our latest online course. Registration is open! http://t.co/qVABfntT1M

Can you sing?? Come Karaoke for a cause Oct 11 + 25 @MuseumModernArt Sculpture Garden! Its FREE! http://t.co/UIpW47dkQd #MoMASudio #sound

RT @ArtandCulture: On view now at MOMA #NYC #Art dizzing GIF @momatalks http://t.co/lBHyEV40IS
Discount on #MoMA online courses. Register today! http://t.co/qVABfinTtM
Did you see #MoMA on #Coursera?? Read about educator Lisa Mazzola's experience teaching 1000s! http://t.co/kIdLTWcwWx
@WomenInTheArts hey there! live tweeting is fun! its all about finding the right event for this platform. happy tweeting!
@DistilledArt @WomenInTheArts thanks for the #SO glad you're enjoying!
RT @visualoverture: News For and About Emerging Artists is out! http://t.co/quz3Ynqs0f • Top stories today via @MoMATalks @sheffieldphotog…
Our very own Pablo Helguera on why we should call social practice projects #ART http://t.co/fy3LrBAeZ0
Can the #memorization method hinder #learning? http://t.co/DWggxjak1b #howwelearn @momalearning
For #AskaCurator today, send your questions to @MuseumModernArt for #MoMA curators!
@theritegirl hey I am sending these questions to @MuseumModernArt - that's where our curators are tweeting from today!
@Merzapois hey I am sending these questions to @MuseumModernArt - that's where our curators are tweeting from today!
@emmacatiri hey I am sending these questions to @MuseumModernArt - that's where our curators are tweeting from today!
Can schools #teach #emotional #skills? http://t.co/OchXLyoOBJ can the arts help? @momalearning
RT @BrandonBoat: What are some pranks you play on the other curators? #AskACurator
Hey out there! if you're not already, follow #AskACurator all day today- curators from around the country - incl #MoMA will be live!
RT @MuseumModernArt: And we're off’ with #AmericanModern curators Esther Adler & Kathy Curry. Include #AM & #AskaCurator in your questions!
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